We apply a local duality scheme to a construction of a new Born amplitude for 7[-'7[+ scattering. We start with the most general Veneziano-type amplitude, which contains an infinite number of parameters, and restrict it by the two conditions: 1) A local duality scheme, which includes the SU(6)(8)O(3h hadron spectrum of the quark model. 2) An asymptotic convergence condition. The infinite number of paramete~s reduces to only four by condition 1) and further to three by 2). Apart from the overall multiplying factor the amplitude has only two parameters: the Regge slope times the square of the pion mass and the zero-intercept of the trajectory. In this parameter space we determine the region which is ghost-free for all resonant states and find that the physical values are included in this region. The overall multiplying factor is adjusted by p~27[ width. The predicted partial widths of low-lying resonances are in good agreement with available experiments. It also turns out that the amplitude satisfies Adler's PCAC condition in the limit of zero pion-mass. The amplitude takes two simple forms for certain values of the parameters; one is the same as the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond amplitude and the other is quite a new one. § 1. Introduction
Since the advent of QeD, it has been considered as a candidate for the fundamental theory of strong interaction. Indeed, the color gauge theory between quarks and gluons has a possibility to unify the main models for hadrons appeared in these two decades; the Regge pole model, the quark model, the dual model, the string model, the parton model and . the bag model. However, starting with the QeD Lagrangian, we must invent a good scenario and follow a long chain of unknown manipulations and various approximations in order to deduce the actual properties of resonances and scattering amplitudes. Many efforts must be done to fill this large gap. It would be worthwhile to investigate old models in the light of QeD.
In this paper we study the duality 1) of the scattering amplitudes and discuss a local duality scheme 2 ) in which a resonance family, defined on the basis of the quark-model hadron-spectrum, plays an essential role.
Several years ago, Hoyer and Uschersohn 3 ) proposed a new method of imposing duality constraints in which two dual channels are treated symmetrically and only physical on-shell particles are included. Recently one of the authors (T. I.) generalized and modified 2 ) Hoyer and Uschersohn's constraints to a local duality scheme (a system of local duality relations), which includes the harmonic-oscillator spectrum of SU (6) ® 0(3 h multiplets, taken as the idealized hadron spectrum. He saturated both sides of the relations for the ground states with the S U (6) multiplets, as was done by Schmid 4 ) in the local super-convergence relation. He also supposed that the dynamics of hadrons is governed essentially be the quark-orbital Regge trajectory, a conjecture made by N akkagawa et al. 5) This duality scheme is successful for both the mesonmeson and meson-baryon scattering. The obtained relations for the low-lying resonances are consistent with experiments. theory.9) We suppose that those forces split the each degenerated super multiplet, but the gross feature is not altered.
In the s-or t-channel of 7(--7(+ scattering, where u-ch<imnel is exotic, we define the resonance family N as the group of the resonances with a fixed total number N of quanta of oscillator excitations. The resonance families and their members relevant to the 7(--7(+ scattering and the appearance pattern of them are shown in Fig. 1 . Here we neglect the mass splittings due to L-S and tensor forces except for spin-spin force, for simplicity, and assume the ideal mixing and OZI-decoupling rule. 10 ) Thus, the resonances have a degenerated mass for each family. In Fig. 1 In the last section we discuss the meaning of the duality scheme and some interesting aspects of the amplitude. In the special cases {3 = ± 1, the amplitude takes simple forms. The case {3 = 1 corresponds to the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond
12
) amplitude. The case {3= -1 does to an amplitude which is expected in the degenerated world governed only by the confining force. Appendices A and B are devoted to mathematical proofs of some relations which are used in the text. § 2_ Duality scheme and asymptotic condition
In this section we prove that all the free parameters An,k in (1) (2) are determined in terms of ..1 1,1 by excluding odd daughters and by the use of (I-I) and the asymptotic condition.
At the beginning we impose (1 -1) to the general Veneziano amplitude (1 -2), though it contains odd daughters. The contributions of the odd daughters will be taken to be zero later: We expand 0-2) in terms of s-channel resonances by using a formula
Note that the residue of F(s, t) at as=j is a polynomial of at with degree j. In the s-(t-) channel the spin of the parent belonging to the family N (N') is denoted by j (j').
Because of the linearity between s and as and of the assumptions made about the particle spectrum, we rewrite (1-1) as (2) (3) In Appendix A we prove that
for n~2, (2'4) by using and (2'3). By the use of (2·2) and ( 
We can infer from (2·10) the general formula for n:;;:::l:
where we define Ri,,(at) (i=1, 2) for J~3 by 1-J -at) 2n-3+,8 2n-\+,8 ) .
(2·14)
In Appendix B, we prove that Ri,,(at) really satisfy (2·8), thereby performing the sum in (2·13) and (2·14) in a compact form. We write the result:
where r ,( at) for J ~ 3 is a polynomial of at with degree J -2 and
For the cases J=1 and J=2, we obtain directly from (2·5) and (2·10)
From the forms of (2·15) with (2·16) and of (2·17), it is obvious that the amplitude F(s, t) has no odd daughter. Finally we impose the asymptotic condition, stated in the introduction, upon F( s, t). We substitute (2·4) and (2·11) into (1.2), getting -i:
The series (2·18') converges for finite as and at. In the limit of large s with fixed t, the first terms in (2·18) give the leading Regge behavior asa,. In this limit the coefficient of asa, diverges as ~';';' n- 1 - at for large n. We are considering the Born amplitude which has physical validities in the limited range 0~-t<l(GeV/c)2, where at may take negative 
F(s, t)= -;\1.1(1-/]2) '£1 (n-1)!(2n-1 +/3)(2n-3+/3) x [r(n-as)r(n~at) +(1-/3) r(n-as)r(n-at )] r(n-as-at) 2r(n+1-as-at) . (2-22)
In concluding this section we write the asymptotic form of (2-22) in the limit of large s, 
where lim F(s, t)=;\l.lr(l-at)e-iXat-asat-I(at), s-oo
t: fixed (1-/3 2 ) 00 r(n-at) I(at)= r(1-at) '£1 (n-1)!(2n-1 +/3)(2n-3+{J) = F(l-a (/3-1)/2' (/3+3)/2' 1) r«3+ /3)/ 2)r(1 + at) t, , , r«1+/3)/2+at)
(3-3)
The condition that amplitude (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) with (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) contains no negative-nonn states is for n=J,J-2,···,J-2U /2] . (3) (4) Here Pn(x) (x =cos 8) is the Legendre polynomials and U/2] is the maximal integer not larger than J/2. For J=n=l (3'4) leads to -/h,l(r-1)~O, or because of Ih,l<O to r~l.
Combining , and (3) (4) (5) , we derive ,8~-1.
Let us introduce the function
Then the residue R,(at), (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) with (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , for J~2 is expressed as 1 (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) where we use at-au=(r+ J-2)x. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) Owing to (3) (4) (5) (6) and ;\1,1<0, condition (3) (4) is rewritten as (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) where (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) It should be noted that the left-hand side of (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) is quadratic with respect to,8 and one obtains (3-10') where (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) We search the required ,8-1' region numerically. It is obvious that the parents satisfy condition (3-10' ). For (J, n)=(2, 0) we have (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) As shown in Fig. 2 , it is sufficient to calculate (3-10') for 1~r~1.7. We investigate wnloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/73/1/143/1875621/A-Local-Duality-Scheme-and-a-Uniquely-Determined guest 16 September 2017 (3·10') up to ] =50, physically an enormous value of]. It is found that for each value of ] condition (3·10') becomes looser for larger n, (see Fig. 3 ) and (3·10') is also loosened for larger] except for] = 2, 3 and 4(see Fig. 4 ).
R,(at)= -;\l,12(3+,8)(5+,8)"'(2J
We find, finally, that the {3-r region is determined by (3·3), (3·5) and (3·10') for (j, n) = (2, 0), (3, 1) and (4, 0) . See Fig. 5 . It shows that the physical point of ({3, r) is located in this region. Therefore, amplitude (2·20) with (2·21) contains neither negativenorm states nor tachyons. 
Partial decay width
We first present the predictions for partial decay widths based on the amplitude in §2, and compare them with available experiments. Such a comparison is quite critical to the present work. We have only one free parameter ;b,1 though we start with the most general Veneziano-type amplitude. 
The AI,I is fixed so as to adjust p -) 2lf width. The predicted and input partial widths for 2lf decay are listed in Table I , together with experimental data.
)-16)
The ones for the ] = 5 parent and its daughters are provided for future comparisons. The predictions are comparable to experimental data, as seen in Table 1 . It is a) The sum of the partial widths of the two resonances located there '(see Fig. 1 ).
emphasized that the fitness is fairly good for r f1C1C , re1C1C and run, for which experimental values are rather well established.
2. Adler's PCAC condition
Another general interest to the7 [-7 [ amplitudes is the consistency with the PCAC hypothesis, which was discussed by several authors. 17l Amplitude (2·22) satisfies Adler's PCAC consistency condition/B) as is seen below, in the limit p=O and ao=l which is also located in the region of no ghost and no tachyon of Figs. 2 1-a(p ) )(1-3a(p »111,1 3(1-3a(p2) 
In order to discuss the condition for the physical p, it may be necessary to modify amplitude (2·22) by adding a contact term which vanishes with p-40. § 5_ Discussion Assuming the duality relation (1-1) based on the hadron spectrum of the quark model and adopting the asymptotic condition, we have been able to determine an infinite number of coefficients of the general 7[--7[+ Veneziano-type amplitude (1-2) and obtained amplitude . This amplitude has good properties; absence of negative-norm states, compatibility with experiments of 27[ decay, and a consistency with the peAe hypothesis.
In the rest of this paper, we clarify some other aspects of amplitude or the local duality scheme (1-1). (A) By the proposal of the duality relation (1-1), we persist in our idea that in addition to the well-known duality implied by (1-2) L:(s-channel poles)= L:<t-channel poles), there exists some local duality in which the basic resonance unit N (N'), that is, the resonance family plays an important role. It is clear that scheme (1-1) is not equivalent to (5-1). The general Veneziano-type amplitude (1-2) has the property of (5-1), but it does, in general, not satisfy (1 -1). We insist that (1 -1) and (1 -2) complementarily construct a satisfactory Born amplitude. The leading-order diagram in the 1/ Nc expansion of QeD corresponds to the so-called planar diagram. 19 ) It is interesting whether or not QeD predicts a local structure of the planar duality as (1-1). (B) It is very interesting that in the limit taken in §4.2 amplitude (2-22) takes a simple form with only a few terms. Because /3 = -1 in the limit, the form is We note that the hadron spectrum involved in (5-2) is just the one expected in the case where all the spin and unitary-spin dependent forces are neglected. In this case we have mp=f.J..
Though form in the case /3=1 and ao=l is also simple, it is reduced to the amplitude with a tachyon equivalent to the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond 12 ) one. (e) We state the differences between the present work and that of Frampton/ O ) whose amplitude (A 4(l) in his work) has no odd daughters and presumably excludes the negativenorm states. His principle to construct the Veneziano-type amplitude does not lead to a unique amplitude. The duality relation (1-1) is satisfied by his amplitude only in an approximation, although the approximation is rather good. Subsequently /13.5 = 0 is obtained for the case J = 3 and J' = 1. The same manipulation for higher J and J' leads to the consequence (2'4).
